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UIEvolution Releases UIE Automotive Reference HMI

Leading mobile and telematics solutions provider to showcase newly released HMI
development solution at Telematics Japan.

Seattle, Wash and Tokyo, Japan (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- UIEvolution, Inc., the leading mobile solutions
provider, today announced the launch of UIE Automotive Reference HMI. This new solution will be débuted
and showcased at Telematics Japanon October 8-10, 2013 at Hilton Tokyo (Booth 7).

Human-machine interfaces (HMIs) traditionally consist of multiple systems that allow drivers to interact with
their vehicle. In today's automotive designs, the HMI also displays any feedback from the vehicle to the driver.
Some of the most commonly recognized HMI system components for enhancing the driver's experience are
keyless entry, power seat control and interaction with the vehicle’s head unit, where the majority of human-
machine interactions take place.

UIEvolution developed UIE Automotive Reference HMI in response to the HMIrevolution that continues to
change the way drivers and passengers interact with their vehicles. UIE Automotive Reference HMI is a
solution package that shortens the time it takes to develop in-vehicle HMI by recognizing and implementing
improvements in development efficiency.

Developers can create new solutions for UIE Automotive Reference HMI by working with an integrated
development environment (IDE). The IDE implements comprehensive emulation and debugging functions,
enabling developers to create HMI solutions even when there is no in-vehicle opportunity at hand.

Important features of UIE Automotive Reference HMI include:
* Support for various automotive operating systems and middleware (Linux, Android, QNX and Windows).
* Works even with limited CPU/memory resources.
* Available OTA updates (update by wireless communications).
* Wallpaper and theme can be customized by drivers.
* Offers connected services (Internet radio, weather, SNS (social networking) cooperation, calendar
cooperation, etc.).
* Time-to-market advantage.
To learn more about UIE Automotive Reference HMI, visit us online at www.uievolution.com/experience-
manageror visit the UIEvolution team at Booth 7 during Telematics Japan, October 8-10, 2013 at Hilton Tokyo.

About UIEvolution

UIEvolution is the leading mobile solutions provider for Fortune 1000 companies. We help companies take full
advantage of connected screens by extending their brands, delivering their unique business objectives, and
ensuring that the devices that create the mobile lifestyles of their customers are joined in a continuous thread –
smartphones, tablets, smart TVs, and automotive applications. UIEvolution combines world-class consultative
services and deep industry knowledge with the proven UIEngine & Evolution Platform. Headquartered in
Seattle with offices in Tokyo and Honolulu, UIEvolution has a 13-year track record with clients like Toyota,
AT&T, Microsoft, Disney, Princess Cruises, Samsung, Mitsubishi, and NTT.
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Contact Information
Cami Zimmer
UIEvolution
http://www.uievolution.com
+1 (952) 239-9822

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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